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3D Smartie Pants for Valentine’s Day
from TipJunkie.com
http://TipJunkie.com

Print out this home made Valentine and pop in a few Smarties candies for
unique, fun and yummy Valentines candy card! {squeal}

This card can be created in 2 versions:
Version 1 ~ Easy: Since the pants are already printed onto the card, you can simply cut out the first
page of the file and use it as is. Attach some Smarties candies, or not. {your choice}
Version 2 ~ 3D: Make the 3D Smartie Pants card by making the pants into a box that can hold 2 Smarties candies. On how to make the 3D version, follow the pictured instructions below.
❤ Expect Color Variations ❤
Every computer monitor, tablet, and hand held device displays colors differently on it's screen. Additionally,
printed colors will vary from one printer to another not only due to the printer settings and ink, but also because
of your choice of paper.
Tip: It's a good idea to print out a page to TEST THE COLOR before purchasing paper, party supplies, fabric,
or ribbon to coordinate with the printable. Especially if color matching is
important to you. {wink}
❤ LEGAL ❤ This file is for PERSONAL USE ONLY. You may print as many copies as you need for your
own personal use. Do not share or forward any of my files, enter them into contests, or use them commercially
to sell. DO NOT COPY DESIGNS and sell them in your own shop, blog, or online store. You may not use any
photos in any form.
To Whom This May Concern:
I, Laurie Turk hereby give permission to FedEx, Kinkos, Office Max, Office Depot, {etc.} as well as the customer to print these bingo games for personal use ~ overriding the copyright seen on each page.
Sincerely,
Laurie Turk

© TipJunkie.com, LLC 2013 {for personal use only}

Supplies Needed:
The great thing about this Valentine is that you can use
supplies that you already have around the house!





Print out Smarty Pants
Smarties Candies
Tape
Scissors

How To Make This Valentine:
Step 1: Cut out the pants.
To cut out the pants, simply cut along the outside of the
pants just like you would a paper doll. Be sure to leave
all of the tabs attached and do not cut the red inseam out
of the pant leg. There are 3 pants to a page.

Step 2: Cut out the Valentine card.
To cut the Valentine card, simply cut a rectangle around
each of the cards. There are 3 cards to a page.
Bonus Card: I've included an extra "love" folded card
in case you want to use it for something else. Glue onto
blue cardstock. {optional}
This next step is completely optional, but if you would
like to polish off the look of your home made Valentine
simply cut out a larger piece of coordinating blue paper

Step 3: Fold the Pant Tabs.
Next you are going to fold the pant tabs. Just like you
would a paper doll ~ fold the tabs on the pants on both
white dotted lines. This will give you the 3D effect as
well as show you where to tape the pants onto the card.

Step 4: Place Tape onto Pants.

Step 5: Tape Pants onto Card.

Don't over-think this next step, it's really easy. To place
tape onto the pants, simply place a one inch {or so}
piece of tape and place it along the back-side of the both
pant tabs, next to the folded crease. Be sure not to tape
over the middle crease, as then you won't receive the 3D
effect.

To tape the pants onto the card, simply line up the middle crease to the pants that are already printed on the
card. This makes it really easy to see where the 3D
pants are supposed to be placed onto the card.

Tip: Use 1 piece of tape for each side of the pant. But
use 2 smaller pieces for the pant leg. The pant legs are
going to want to turn in a little and the separate pieces
of tape will allow the paper to naturally make a curve
for the box.

Repeat this step on all three sides of the pants.

Step 6: Pop in your Smarties!
Tape your two Smarties candies inside the pants, and
you're all set to impress with a unique, fun, and yummy
home made Valentine card.

